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Ellen Vasiliauskas 

Director, d-sipher 

 

Ellen Vasiliauskas is a specialist in mixed-methods research and evaluation. Ellen’s work has 

been acknowledged by her peers as leading edge and awarded on several occasions; including 

two Awards for Excellence in Evaluation from the AES. Her experience in working with all 

levels of the public sector and across national research and evaluation projects is significant. 

Her formal qualifications are based in education, with a major in psychology. She has 

successfully designed satisfaction, attitudinal based research, program and impact 

evaluations with vulnerable and niche audiences to inform policy and decision making for 

senior executives.  

d-sipher is based on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast and also in South Australia, serving a portfolio 

of local and national clients. Ellen’s experience in research and evaluation includes a high level of 

skill in the use of both quantitative and qualitative methods in research and evaluation as well as 

the modelling of complex projects to assist in applying research and evaluation learnings to 

strategic and policy contexts. 

Ellen’s fields of research and evaluation include: energy use behaviours in households, health and 

wellbeing, communications and website use research, community engagement and opinion 

research, satisfaction evaluation, employee opinion research, and service provider/business to 

business research. 

In the qualitative sector significant work has been designed and conducted across the spectrum 

of different target groups. For example designing and conducting high level executive depth 

interviewing and workshops among key opinion leaders in core sectors such as health policy, 

education and the energy sector. Ellen has also conducted consultation with communities, 

employees and employers, consumers, parents, teachers, patients about a range of topics, 

including opinion on local use areas, awareness of and access to services, impact and relevance of 

policy.  Within the vulnerable and marginalized sector work includes: those with a serious illness, 

youth sector, and indigenous to conduct interviews and group discussions in a safe and non-

threatening environment.  

Ellen has more than 30 years experience working with public sector clients both whilst working for 

government and as a consultant. She has designed research and evaluation studies for a range of 

topics, including attitudinal and behavioural research for community based social marketing, 

corporate culture, program and impact evaluations. Her clients are senior level CEOs and 

Directors. 

Ellen is regularly invited to address conferences on leading developments in evaluation strategies. 

Her 14 years experience working in the public sector in leading statutory agencies in South 

Australia has given her a sound appreciation and empathy for the public sector environment, its 

requirements and operations.  

Ellen’s clients include Ergon Energy, the Department of Human Services (Centrelink, Medicare, 

The Child Support Agency), the Department of Education Science and Training, the Department of 

Transport and Regional Services, Brisbane City Council, Queensland Health, Gold Coast City 

Council, Noosa Council, Noosa Youth Service, Geoscience Australia, Gold Coast Water, the Motor 

Trades Association of Australia Superannuation Fund, The Australian Taxation Office, and 

Department of Education and the Arts Queensland. 
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Awards 

• Ellen’s work and work completed in partnership with her clients has been recognised as 

leading edge and of outstanding quality through multiple awards. These include the 2005 

International Award for Evaluation Development – (the Australasian Evaluation Society); 

the 2000 Excellence in Employee Communications (the Public Relations Institute of 

Australia’s Award for Excellence in Employee Communications to the Child Support Agency 

for work completed in partnership with Ellen); and the 1998 International award for Best 

Public Sector Evaluation - Australasian Evaluation Society. 

• Since 2007 Ellen has been a judge on the Australasian Evaluation Society’s Awards for 

Excellence in Evaluation Committee. The Australasian Evaluation Society (AES) is the pre-

eminent professional evaluation organisation in Australia and New Zealand whose aim is 

to improve the theory, practice and use of evaluation in the public and private sectors.  

Professional memberships and training 

• To maintain a high standard of work which reflects current best practice and new 

initiatives, d-sipher regularly attends and is invited to speak at industry conferences. Ellen 

is a member of the following societies: the Australia Market and Social Research Society 

(AMSRS) and the Australasian Evaluation Society. We uphold and adhere to the 

professional codes of conduct of these societies. 

Ellen’s experience 

• Significant research and evaluation experience across a wide range of government social, 

research and evaluation projects. Ellen has project-managed, designed and undertaken 

major research and evaluation projects for all levels of government, including Federal 

agencies. 

• Her fields of research and evaluation include: service delivery reform, social reform, 

communications research, satisfaction with service delivery and staff professionalism, 

attitude and behavioural research (e.g. energy use behaviours in households), health 

research (e.g. asthma sufferers), communications and website use research (e.g. 

evaluation of the Study in Australia website), community engagement and opinion 

research, and service provider/business to business research (for the Child Support 

Agency), Indigenous research and evaluations.  

• Expertise in program and impact evaluations, monitoring and evaluation frameworks, best 

practice frameworks, longitudinal research, tracking and dashboard reporting for 

performance measurement and improvement, brand equity, strategic brand development 

and communication strategy and management.  

• Organisational research includes: employee opinion research and organisational culture. 

• Research and evaluation studies across a range of topics, including attitudinal and 

behavioural research for community based social marketing, corporate culture, program 

and impact evaluations.  

• Our clients include the Department of Human Services, Department of Education Science 

& Training, Australian Education International, Department of Infrastructure and 

Transport, Ergon Energy, The Child Support Agency, the Noosa Long Weekend Festival, 

Brisbane City Council, Queensland Health, Gold Coast City Council, Sunshine Coast and 

Noosa Council, Geoscience Australia, Gold Coast Water, The Australian Taxation Office, 

and Department of Education & the Arts Queensland. 
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Methods and processes: 

• Depth and innovative qualitative methods (interviews, focus groups) to a high level of 

skill engaging with general population, special groups (e.g. Indigenous, refugees/migrants, 

Not for profits), business, stakeholders and sensitive audiences 

• Quantitative methods (online, postal, phone surveys) - survey design and data analysis, 

advanced analysis methods (multi-variate analyses) for special applications such as 

identifying user-defined conceptual models, key drivers of use and satisfaction 

• Mixed-method research and evaluation – service delivery research/evaluation, 

satisfaction and opinion research, program and impact evaluations 

• Modelling of complex projects to assist in applying research and evaluation learnings to 

strategic and policy contexts 

• Designing best-fit, reliable and defensible evidence based research and evaluations for a 

range of audiences and situations 

• Designing and applying innovative methods – such as: 

o the national asthma study where we innovatively used depth combined qualitative 

methods for deep exploration into the subconscious beliefs and thoughts of 

asthma sufferers. The process engaged clients and enabled informed comment 

and advice. The research insights engaged and facilitated empathy amongst 

difficult stakeholders (doctors) and decision-makers. 

• Critical analysis, including literature review, meta-analysis and development of 

recommendations/ action plans 

• Communications design, development and evaluation 

• Visually appealing and meaningful presentation of data and research findings. 

 


